Evidence for Defence.
Herbert Rovrae Armstrong
alter the proportions in using it. I had a 2-galIon can; the 3-
gallon one had been damaged or could not be used. Shortly after
this I went to Mr. Davies and made the purchase of llth January.
Mr. Davies Js shop is only a few minutes from my office.
Mr. justice darling—Was it white arsenic?
Mr. bosanquet—Yes, my lord, it was white.
Examination continued—It was Mr. Hird, the assistant, who
served me on that occasion. I did not see whether the arsenic
was coloured or not before he wrapped it up. It was wrapped
up in white paper, and there was a label on the outside. When
I got home I opened the caustic soda tin which was in the cup-
board, and then I realised that I had some of the 1919 purchase
unused. I had used all of it except the 2 ounces that have been
referred to. I had put that into the caustic soda tin and for-
gotten all about it. I put the new purchase on the top of the
tin on the shelf in the cupboard. Shortly after that my wife
came home. At that time Saturday afternoon would be the only
time I could do anything in the garden. After my wife's death
I went abroad, and I came back on the 28tb April.! Some little
time after I came back I went to the cupboard—it would be some
time in May, because it was after I had taken my boy to school,
and that was on the 13th May. The summer of 1921 was an
exceedingly dry summer, and for that reason it would not be a
favourable time for putting weed-killer on the gravel paths.
When I went to the cupboard in May, 1921, I saw the packet that
I had bought in January. There was no string round it, and it
appeared to me as if it had been opened. I opened the packet,
and for the first time I realised that it was white arsenic. I did
not weigh it. The packet was in such a position in the cupboard
that anybody going to the cupboard would see it readily.
Did your wife know you were using arsenic for the garden ?—
She did. "
Mr. justice darling—What do you mean by " were using " ?
Mr. bosanquet—In the habit, I mean, my lord, without giving
a particular date.
The witness—She was present when I made it. When I mixed
my weed-killer in 1919 my wife was present. When I found the
arsenic in the cupboard in May, 1921, there were two lots—the
coloured one in the caustic soda tin and the packet on the top of
the tin. I put the coloured lot at the bottom of the cupboard, and
placed the packet containing the white arsenic in a small drawer
at the bottom of the centre cupboard of the bureau, and I locked
the cupboard. The nest time I went to that drawer was, I think,
some date in the month of June. At that time I was staying with
my neighbour, Mr. Moor, on the opposite side of the road, and
I used to come of an evening to the garden at Mayfield and do
little odd jobs. The arsenic was wrapped in two white papers,
just as I got them from Mr. Davies's shop. I was not satisfied
with the results of the 1919 arsenic, and I decided to make some
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